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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

This document is the Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document for the Sea Ice Concentration
ECV product within CCI+ PHASE 1 - NEW R&D ON CCI ECVs. It documents the scienti:c
background and algorithm details of the methodologies implemented to generate Sea Ice
Concentration Climate Data Records.

1.2 Scope

The scope of the document is to describe elements of the algorithms that are deemed mature
enough for implementation for the :nal production of the SIC CDRs, during the 3rd year of
the CCI+ Phase 1 project. The selected algorithms are presented and justi:ed, but the
document does not hold results of the research work leading to the selection of these
particular algorithms (some of this info is in D2.3 Update to ADP).

1.3 Document Status

This is the third version of the ATBD of the Sea Ice Concentration variable within CCI+
Phase 1. The :rst two versions were internal to the project (non-mature algorithms).

1.4 Acronyms and Abbreviations

The table below lists the acronyms and abbreviations used in this volume.

ESA UNCLASSIFIED – FOR OFFICIAL USE
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Acronym Meaning
AMSR-E  /
AMSR2

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (for EOS / #2)

AMSRs Both AMSR-E and AMSR2

CCI Climate Change Initiative

CDR Climate Data Record

DAL Distance Along the (sea-ice) Line
DMSP Defence Meteorological Satellite Program
EASE grid Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

ESA European Space Agency

ESMR Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer

EUMETSAT European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites

FCDR Fundamental Climate Data Record

FoV (alt FOV) Field-of-View

FYI First Year Ice

ICDR Interim Climate Data Record

L1B, L2, L3, ... Satellite data processing Level (Level-1b, …)

EPS, EPS-SG EUMETSAT’s Polar System, EPS Second Generation

MWI MicroWave Imager (EPS-SG)  

MYI Multi-Year Ice

NSIDC US National Snow and Ice Data Centre 

OSI SAF EUMETSAT Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility

OWF Open Water Filter

PMR Passive Microwave Radiometer

PMW Passive Microwave 

RTM Radiative Transfer Model

SIC Sea Ice Concentration

SMMR Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer 

SSM/I Special Sensor Microwave/Imager

SSMIS Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder

SSM/IS Both SSM/I and SSMIS sensors

Table 1: Acronyms and Abbreviations. Acronyms for the deliverable items (URD, etc…) and

partner institutions (AWI,..) are not repeated.
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1.5 Executive Summary

The present ATBD documents the algorithms developed during the ESA CCI+ Sea Ice
Phase 1 project (2019-2022) for the Sea Ice Concentration (SIC) variable. The focus of the
CCI programme is the generation of long-term, time consistent Climate Data Records
(CDRs), not the production of near-real-time data products. In the case of Sea Ice
Concentration, this translates into a focus on three distinct themes:

• Preparing high(er) spatial resolution sea-ice concentration CDRs using the near-
90 GHz imagery of the SSM/IS (1991-2000) and AMSRs (2002-2020) missions. This
development is closely connected to the developments at the EUMETSAT OSI SAF
towards their SIC CDR v3.

• Preparing a sea-ice concentration CDR from the Electrically Scanning Microwave
Radiometer (ESMR) for the period 1972-1977. This is a key development to gain
better insights in sea-ice evolution in the early 1970s.

• Preparing algorithms for a better monitoring of the sea-ice conditions during the
Arctic summer melt period. These algorithms are developed during the CCI+ Sea Ice
Phase 1 project, but are not applied in the CDRs.

The following chapters describe these sections in turn. 

ESA UNCLASSIFIED – FOR OFFICIAL USE
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2 HIGH(ER) RESOLUTION SIC USING THE NEAR-
90 GHz IMAGERY (1991 - 2020)

2.1 Complementarity and relation to EUMETSAT OSI SAF SIC data

Figure 1 is a schematic of the complementarity and relation between the EUMETSAT OSI
SAF and ESA CCI+ Sea Ice Concentration processing and products for the v3 CDRs. At the
top are the input satellite data from a series of passive microwave missions namely SMMR,
SSM/I, SSMIS, AMSR-E and AMSR2. Except for SMMR (1978-1987) which is only used in
the OSI SAF CDRs, all other missions are exploited by both projects.

For the “v3” CDRs, the complementarity between OSI SAF and CCI+ Phase 1 is in the type
of algorithms being applied, and thus the target spatial resolution: OSI SAF applies the
“19/37 GHz” algorithms (SICCI3LF on Figure 1) to both SSM/Is and AMSRs. These
algorithms were the basis for the “v2” CDRs OSI-450 and SICCI-25km (Lavergne et al.,
2019). Meanwhile, CCI+ Phase 1 focuses on the “near-90 GHz” imagery using both SSMIS
and AMSRs. These imagery channels oLer a higher spatial resolution but also result in larger
retrieval errors, and are only available from the early 1990s. The CCI+ Phase 1 SIC
production has two streams:  N90LIN, and pan-sharpening. The N90LIN step prepares SICs
relying mostly on the near-90 GHz channels (higher resolution, higher noise). The
pansharpening step prepares SICs using the results of both SICCI3LF and N90LIN (higher
resolution, less noise). The result of the pan-sharpening step (named “resolution enhanced”
SICCI3LF, reSICCI3LF) is a main SIC outcome from CCI+ Phase 1, while N90LIN is more
seen as a by-product for expert users (because of the increased noise).

ESA UNCLASSIFIED – FOR OFFICIAL USE

Figure 1: Schematic of the complementarity and relation between the EUMETSAT OSI SAF

and ESA CCI+ Sea Ice Concentration datasets for v3 (2021/22).
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In this ATBD, we shall focus on the algorithm parts that are speci:c to CCI+ datasets
(N90LIN and pan-sharpening) and refer to the OSI SAF ATBD for the description of the
SICCI3LF algorithms. When the N90LIN algorithm uses algorithm steps that are shared with
the SICCI3LF algorithms (e.g. same algorithm step, but with diLerent microwave frequency
channels) we will also refer to the OSI SAF ATBD.

The OSI SAF SIC ATBD is:

[REF-1]: EUMETSAT OSI SAF: Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document for the OSI SAF
Global Sea Ice Concentration Climate Data Records (OSI-450-a, OSI-430-a, OSI-458),
SAF/OSI/CDOP3/DMI_Met/SCI/MA/270, v2.1, June 2021

2.2 Satellite and auxiliary data

Satellite data

SIC :elds are processed from passive microwave radiometer missions of the types SSM/I
(DMSP F10 to F15), SSMIS (DMSP F16 to F18), AMSR-E (NASA Aqua) and AMSR2
(JAXA GCOM-W1). The SMMR mission (1978-1987) did not have near-90 GHz imagery
channels, and the :rst SSM/I (DMSP F08, Jul 1987 – Dec 1991) and mal-functionning near-
90GHz imagery channels and are thus not used in the CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1 SIC dataset.

Detailed information about the satellite missions can be found in the OSI SAF ATBD [REF-
1], speci:cally sections 2.2 (SSM/I), 2.3 (SSMIS), 2.4 (AMSR-E) and 2.5 (AMSR2). Figure
2 shows a timeline of the passive microwave missions relevant for SIC monitoring, including
those used in the CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1 CDRs.

ESA UNCLASSIFIED – FOR OFFICIAL USE
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Thanks to their larger reQector antenna, the AMSR-E and AMSR2 missions bring higher
spatial resolution than the SSM/IS missions at all frequencies. As in previous versions of the
CDRs, we do not attempt to merge SIC products from AMSRs with those from SSM/IS.

Atmosphere reanalysis data

A key step in our processing chains is the explicit correction of brightness temperatures using
a Radiative Transfer Model (RTM). This steps reduces the retrieval noise in SIC, and requires
auxiliary information from an atmosphere reanalysis.

For “v3” we use :elds of surface temperature (T2m), wind speed (10m), total columnar water
vapour (TCWV) and total columnar liquid water (TCLW) from the C3S/ECMWF ERA5 

ESA UNCLASSIFIED – FOR OFFICIAL USE

Figure 2: Timeline of the Passive Microwave satellite  missions relevant for sea-ice

concentration/extent/area monitoring with an indication of their spatial resolution

capabilities. The CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1 “v3” CDRs use the SSM/I (from F10), the

SSMIS (F16-F18), the AMSR-E and AMSR2 missions. The horizontal bars represent

satellite missions, that are colored by sensor family. Credit: T. Lavergne.
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reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020).

Land masks

To ensure consistency between the OSI SAF and CCI+ Sea Ice “v3” data records, they use a
common land mask. 

The land mask is derived from the CCI Sea Surface Temperature OSTIA v2 0.05°x0.05°
global mask for land/ocean boundary, and the CCI Lakes v1 0.0083°x0.0083° global mask for
the land/lakes boundaries. These two :ne resolution masks are :rst aggregated into a series of
area density masks (area density of ocean, lakes, and land) at 12.5x12.5 km resolution. Then
a binary “smask” (surface mask) :eld is prepared using a threshold of 0.3 (smask shows
‘land’ if the area density of land is larger than 0.3). The value of 0.3 was tuned against the
binary land mask of the US NSIDC Sea Ice Concentration Climate Data Record (Peng et al.,
2013; Meier et al., 2017). Only the US Great Lakes and Caspian Sea are kept as lakes,
because most other lakes are too small wrt to the resolution of the passive microwave
channels used in these CDRs.

Maximum sea ice extent climatology

The monthly-varying maximum sea-ice extent climatology mask is common to the OSI SAF
and CCI+ Sea Ice “v3” CDRs.

Spurious sea-ice concentration in open sea at low latitudes (caused by high water vapour
content) and along the coasts at mid to high latitudes (caused by land spill-over
contamination of the brightness temperatures) require using a maximum sea ice extent
climatology mask. Ocean grid cells outside the mask are assigned a SIC of 0%.

The climatology we use is adapted from that of the NSIDC SIC CDR (Peng et al., 2013;
Meier et al., 2017). They are then cleaned by visual inspection using sea-ice charts from the

ESA UNCLASSIFIED – FOR OFFICIAL USE

Figure 3: Variable "smask" used in the SIC CDRs on the EASE2 12.5 km grids (left:

NH, right: SH). Ocean (smask=0): green, Ocean coastline (smask=1): light grey,

Land (smask=2): yellow, Lake coastline (smask=4): red, Lake (smask=5): dark grey.
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US National Ice Center, Canadian Ice Service, and Norwegian and Finnish Ice Services (e.g.
along the coast of northern Norway, for some summer months in the vicinity of Nova Scotia
and in the Baltic Sea and Gulf of Finland). The cleaned climatologies are re-projected from
their polar-stereographic projection to the EASE2 grids, and expanded with a buLer zone of
150 km in the NH and 250 km in the SH. This expansion is not applied in the Baltic Sea
during the summer months. 

2.3 The near-90 GHz linear (N90LIN) SIC algorithms

The processing algorithms for the N90LIN algorithms are very similar to those described in
the OSI SAF ATBD, except that the OSI SAF ATBD describes them in the 3-dimensional
brightness temperature space (19V, 37V, 37H) sustaining the SICCI3LF algorithm, while the
N90LIN algorithm works in the 2-dimensional space (90V, 90H).

Others than that, the description in the OSI SAF ATBD are directly applicable for the
N90LIN SIC algorithms. Figure 4 gives an overview of the full processing chain for the
N90LIN SIC algorithms. We refer to the OSI SAF ATBD for the full description of the steps,
and describe below the most noticeable diLerences.

 

Figure 4: From left to right, the four main elements (Level 1P, Level 2, Level 3, and Level 4)

in the sea-ice concentration (SIC) processing workAow. The red boxes depict data Bles, the

blue boxes correspond to individual steps (a.k.a. algorithms) in the processing. The Bles that

exit a processing chain (e.g. the “L2 SIC and uncert and OWF” at the bottom of the Level 2

processing chain) are the input for the next level of processing. Acronyms: NT is the Nasa

Team algorithm, OWF is open-water Blter, RTM is radiative transfer model, uncert stands

for uncertainty.

Pre-processing on swath projection (L1P)

The L1P processing is exactly the same as described in the OSI SAF ATBD [REF-1,
section 4] and as a matter of facts is applied only once as a common step for both the OSI

ESA UNCLASSIFIED – FOR OFFICIAL USE
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SAF and the CCI+ Sea Ice climate data records.

Geophysical processing in swath projection (L2)

The main geophysical processing is in the L2 chain, which is where most diLerences to the
OSI SAF ATBD are.

As in the OSI SAF ATBD ([REF-1, section 5.1]) we use the formulation of a hybrid SIC
algorithm to combine two optimized algorithm:  one that is tuned to perform better over
open-water and low-concentration conditions (named BOW for “best open water”), and one
that is tuned to perform better over closed-ice and high-concentration conditions (named BCI
for “best closed ice”).

SIChybrid=wOW∗BOW+(1−wOW )∗BCI (1)

{
wOW=1 for BOW<0.7
wOW=0 for BOW>0.9

wOW=
BOW−0.7

0.2
for BOW∈[0.7 ;0.9]

(2)

The formulation of each of BOW and BCI follows:

C( T⃗ )=
v⃗⋅(T⃗−⟨T⃗ W ⟩ )

v⃗⋅(⟨ T⃗ I ⟩−⟨T⃗ W ⟩)
(3)

Where T⃗=(T
90 v ,T 90h) is a pair of brightness temperatures at the near-90 GHz frequencies

in the horizontal and vertical polarizations, and corresponds to the N90LIN algorithm. In the
OSI SAF ATBD, Eq. 3 was introduced using T⃗=(T

19 v ,T 37 v ,T 37 h) , the triplet
corresponding to the SICCI3LF algorithm.

The dynamic tuning of the N90LIN algorithms can be described similarly as in [REF-1,
section 5.1.3 and 5.1.4]: training samples of known open-water (0% SIC) and assumed
consolidated ice (100% SIC) conditions over a [-7;+7 days] sliding period are selected and
enter the tuning procedure. They are used to derive the two tie-points ⟨T⃗ W ⟩ (open water tie-
point)  and ⟨T⃗ I ⟩ (consolidated ice tie-point) as well as u⃗ (unit vector sustaining the ice
line). In contrast to the tuning of the SICCI3LF, however, vector v⃗ in  Eq. 3 cannot be
optimized in the two-dimensional space of N90LIN: using 2 channels we can only select
v⃗ as perpendicular to u⃗ . In the three-dimensional space of the SICCI3LF tuning, there
are an in:nite number of unit vectors v⃗ that are perpendicular to u⃗ and an optimization
can be performed (see Figure 3 in Lavergne et al., 2019).

At the end of the tuning (which is repeated on a daily basis), the tie-points ⟨T⃗ W ⟩ and
⟨T⃗ I ⟩ are stored, as well as vectors v⃗OW and v⃗CI . This is all what is needed to later
apply the BOW and BCI algorithms on satellite swath data, and combine the results into the
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hybrid SIC value (Eq. 1).

As described in Andersen et al. (2006) and con:rmed in Ivanova et al. (2015), the accuracy
of retrieved sea-ice concentration can be greatly improved when the brightness temperatures
are corrected for atmospheric contribution by using a radiative transfer model (RTM)
combined with surface and atmosphere :elds from NWP reanalyses. Both the algorithms
using the 19 and 37 GHz channels (like SICCI3LF) and those using the near-90 GHz
channels (like N90LIN) have the potential to be improved by this technique (see Figure 6 in
Ivanova et al., 2015).

For the CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1 N90LIN product we perform the RTM-based correction as
described in the [REF-1, section 5.2], thus with a double-diLerence scheme involving the
Wentz (1997) and Wentz and Meissner (2000) RTMs. We use :elds of surface temperature
(T2m), wind speed (10m), total columnar water vapour (TCWV) and total columnar liquid
water (TCLW) from the C3S/ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) as input to
the RTM. Note that for the correction of N90LIN, we use the SIC resulting from the
SICCI3LF algorithm as :rst-guess SIC (SICucorr) (see the arrow from “SICCI3LF (ucorr)” to
the “RTM correction” box in Figure 1). The corrected brightness temperature (Tbcorr)
obtained at the end of this step are used as input to the N90LIN algorithm. This strategy of
using a “low-frequency” SIC algorithm as a :rst-guess SIC for the double-diLerence
correction is very similar to the strategy presented in Lu et al. (2018).

Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the very large positive impact of the RTM-based atmospheric
correction in both hemispheres over the Open Water conditions for the N90LIN algorithm.
The correction with ERA5 data allows a reduction of the retrieval uncertainty from 30-40 %
(1 standard deviation) to about 13 % for the Northern Hemisphere (15 % for the Southern
Hemisphere). Comparing the uncorrected and corrected uncertainties in these two :gures also
reveals that the correction step seems to reconcile the various missions to a common level.
Especially in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 6) the uncertainty of the uncorrected N90LIN
SICs is higher for SSMIS (light blue) and AMSRs (orange) than SSM/I (dark blue). This is
probably related to the diLerent microwave frequencies of these missions (section 2.2) with
the SSM/I mission having slightly smaller frequency (85.5 GHz) than the two other (89 and
91 GHz).

The remaining N90LIN SIC uncertainty over Open Water condition after the atmospheric
correction is still much higher than what is obtained from the SICCI3LF algorithms (2-3 %
uncertainty after the atmospheric correction step), but the N90LIN brings the higher
resolution of the near-90 GHz imagery channels. In the CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1 project, the
N90LIN SICs (after atmospheric correction) are distributed for the expert users to explore
(because of the remaining high uncertainty), but also N90LIN enters the pan-sharpening step
to bring an enhanced resolution :eld of SICs (Figure 1).
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Figure 5: Timeseries of  the SIC retrieval uncertainty Calgo for OW conditions in the

Northern Hemisphere over the period 1991-2020. Thin lines are for the SIC retrieval noise

without atmospheric correction, and thick lines are with the atmospheric correction. Colors

indicate the satellite missions (not all available missions were active during the period, see

Figure 2).

Figure 6: Same as Figure 5 but for the Southern Hemisphere.
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The rest of the Level-2 algorithm steps (uncertainties, correction at high concentration range) 
is very similar to that already described in the OSI SAF SIC ATBD.

Level-3 and Level-4 algorithms

The Level-3 and and Level-4 algorithms for our SIC processing chains does not depend on
the microwave frequencies and are the same as described in the OSI SAF ATBD. The only
noteworthy diLerence is that the SICCI3LF algorithms in the OSI SAF data records are
prepared onto 25x25 km EASE2 grids, while the N90LIN :elds in the CCI+ Sea Ice are
prepared onto 12.5x12.5 km EASE2 grids.

2.4 Resolution-enhanced reSICCI3LF SIC 8elds using pan-sharpening

The previous sections and the OSI SAF ATBD described how two sea-ice concentration
:elds are prepared independently from the SSM/IS and AMSRs missions: SICCI3LF (using
the ~19 GHz and ~37 GHz channels) and N90LIN (using the near-90 GHz channels).

In the CCI+ Sea Ice processing chains, we merge the two SIC :elds (SICCI3LF and
N90LIN) using a pan-sharpening technique (Meng et al. 2019). Pan-sharpening was
introduced for improving the spatial resolution of high-resolution optical imagery missions
such as SPOT in the 1980s. These types of mission typically oLered a pan-chromatic imagery
band with high spatial resolution (but covering a broad range of wavelengths) and multi-
spectral imagery (narrower bandwidth but lower spatial resolution because less photons are
recorded). Pan-sharpening techniques emerged for combining the :ne details of the pan-
chromatic imagery with the information content of the multi-spectral imagery to provide
high-resolution multi-spectral imagery. Nowadays many pan-sharpening techniques exist for
many missions (see e.g. a review in Meng et al. 2019).

In the :eld of sea-ice concentration monitoring from passive microwave radiometer data,
pan-sharpening have been used recently in Ludwig et al. (2019) and Kilic et al. (2020). There
are indications that a pan-sharpening technique was also used in one of the versions of the
NORSEX algorithm (Svendsen et al. 1987).

We implement a simple pan-sharpening algorithm from the SICCI3LF and N90LIN :elds at
Level-3 (after gridding on the 12.5 km grid and daily averaging):

SICreSICCI 3LF=SICSICCI 3LF+(SICN 90LIN−SICN 90LIN , blurred) (4)

In Eq. 4 all the SIC :elds are on a 12.5 km grid spacing and the operations between the :elds
are thus at a grid-cell level.SIC SICCI3 LF and SICN 90LIN are directly the results of the two
algorithms, while SICN 90LIN , blurred is a blurred version of the original N90LIN :eld.
SICreSICCI 3LF is the pan-sharpened SIC :eld (aka resolution-enhanced, re) which has the
low retrieval noise of the SICCI3LF algorithm and the high(er) spatial resolution of the
N90LIN algorithm.
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The right-hand side of Eq. 4 has two terms:SICSICCI3 LF and a “delta” term which
implements the pan-sharpening per se. The delta is between the original N90LIN SIC and a
blurred version of that same :eld. Because the blurred N90LIN will diLer from the original
N90LIN only where there are gradients in the SIC :eld, the delta will be exactly 0 away from
the gradients where SICreSICCI 3LF will exactly be SICSICCI3 LF . The delta implements the
pan-sharpening by adding or substracting some amount of SIC on either side of the gradients,
as illustrated in the bottom-left panel of Figure 7.

Figure 7: Illustration of the pan-sharpening process with

SSM/I data in the Arctic on 10th April 2013. Top-left:

N90LIN SIC (CCI+ v3), top-right: the SICCI3LF SIC (OSI

SAF v3), bottom-left: the delta from Eq. 4, and bottom-right:

the resulting reSICCI3LF SIC (CCI+ v3).

In Figure 7, the pan-sharpening process is illustrated and the increased resolution is shown
(compare top-right: original SICCI3LF and bottom-right: reSICCI3LF).

For the “delta” to implement the correct amount of correction along the gradients, it is key
that the true spatial resolution of SICN 90LIN , blurred is close to that ofSICSICCI3 LF . All the
SIC :elds in Eq. 4 are on a 12.5 km grid spacing, but their true spatial resolution is diLerent. 

The blurring is implemented with a gaussian :lter and thus a speci:c V, the standard
deviation of the gaussian bell curve used as the :lter. In the CCI+ Sea Ice project we
designed an objective method to select an optimal blurring parameter V. The optimization of
V involves transects of SIC across sharp edges in the MIZ both in the Arctic and Antarctic,
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and in diLerent seasons to capture a large range of conditions. SIC for the SICCI3LF and
N90LIN :elds are extracted along these transects and a series of V are used to blur the
N90LIN transect with a gaussian :lter. The RMSD and correlation coeXcient between each
blurred transect and the original SICCI3LF is computed and tabulated. Positions along the
transect where the SICs are less than 5% or greater than 95% are discarded to focus the
comparison around the gradient. The V allowing the best match (lower RMSD, highest
correlation) between the transects is selected as the V bringing the blurred SICCI3LF closest
to SICCI3LF in terms of spatial features along the gradients of the MIZ.

Figure 8 summarizes the results for the optimization of V [km] for both SSMIS and AMSRs
missions in the Arctic and Antarctic MIZ. The V for the AMSR missions (at the minimum
point of the solid lines) is smaller than that for SSM/IS (dashed lines) which is expected,
AMSRs having higher spatial resolution than SSM/IS.  On Figure 8, a diLerence is observed
between the location of the minimum of the Arctic (black) and Antarctic (grey) curves but
this diLerence is small with respect to the curvature of the curve around the minimum: a
relatively broad range of V values yield similar RMSEs. With this method we thus select two
V, one for AMSRs and one for SSM/IS (Table 2).
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Figure 8: Obective optimization of the σ  parameter of the

gaussian Blter used for blurring N90LIN  in the pan-

sharpening step. X-axis: sigma in km.  
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SSM/IS AMSRs

σ 5km] 48 34

Table 2: Sigma of the gaussian averaging kernel used in the pan-sharpening step for SSM/IS

instruments (SSM/I and SSMIS) and AMSRs (AMSR-E and AMSR2). The same value is used

in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. 

2.5 Summary for the high(er) spatial resolution SICs using the near-90 GHz
imagery channels.

This chapter of the ATBD described the algorithm steps required to prepare the SIC CDRs of
the CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1 project. The description refers heavily to the OSI SAF SIC ATBD
[REF-1] for the many common algorithm steps.

For CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1, we target high(er) spatial resolution SIC CDRs extending over the
last 3 decades (1991-2020). This R&D eLort is a direct response to the WMO GCOS
requirements for the Sea Ice Concentration products, and a continuation of the work started
with the SICCI-12km algorithms from CCI Sea Ice Phase 2.

We adopt a two-step strategy towards high(er) spatial resolution SIC CDRs in CCI+ Phase 1:

1) prepare a state-of-the-art high-resolution, high-noise SIC CDR using the near-90GHz
imagery channels of SSM/IS and AMSRs (the N90LIN algorithm);

2) use this new N90LIN SIC CDR in combination with the the OSI SAF SIC CDR (based on
the 19 and 37 GHz channels of SSM/IS and AMSRs) and produced a resolution-enhanced
(12.5 km) SIC CDR with lower uncertainty than N90LIN (reSICCI3LF).

Figure 9 displays example :elds obtained from the SSMIS F18 mission on 11 April 2019,
showing from top to bottom the SIC obtained from the SICCI3LF algorithm (basis for the
OSI SAF v3 CDR), the N90LIN algorithm (step 1 for CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1) and the
reSICCI3LF algorithm (combining SICCI3LF and N90LIN, step 2 for CCI+ Sea Ice Phase
2). Despite being from a prototype version of the processing chains, these examples highlight
the improved spatial resolution to be delivered by the CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1 CDRs.

Because we rely on the near-90 GHz imagery channels, the CCI+ Sea Ice Phase 1 SIC CDRs
only cover the period 1991-2020 and are thus shorter than those of OSI SAF (1978-2020).
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Figure 9: Examples of SIC Belds valid for 11 April

2019 as derived from: (top) SICCI3LF algorithm (OSI

SAF), (middle) N90LIN (CCI+) and (bottom)

reSICCI3LF. The Belds are from the SSMIS F18

mission. Note: these are from a prototype version of

the processing chains, the Belds in the Bnal SIC CDRs

might diHer.
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3 SEA ICE COVER WITH ESMR (1972 – 1977)
The Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) on board the NIMBUS 5 satellite
was a one channel radiometer measuring 19.35 GHz horizontally polarized microwave
thermal emission. It operated from 11. Dec. 1972 to 16. May 1977 (1617 days) with some
interruptions. After a major data gap from 3. Jun. 1975 until 25. Aug. 1975 the instrument
was only operated approximately every other day. The data have recently been made
available online by NASA in the format which was used for the tape archive (TAP-:les). 

The experimental NIMBUS program was extremely successful and there is heritage from it in
modern satellite programs. Even though ESMR was a predecessor of modern multi frequency
radiometers there are still parts of modern processing methodologies which can be applied to
the data to derive the sea ice extent globally. In fact, both the dynamical tie-points and the
atmospheric noise reduction of the TB’s can reduce the noise over ice and open water
consistently and that is the reason for reprocessing the data. The ESMR data set can extend
the sea ice climate data record with an important period in the 1970s.

The ESMR instrument was a cross-track scanner measuring at 78 scan positions from nadir to
an incidence angle of about 63 degrees perpendicular to both sides of the Qight track (39 scan
positions to the right and left of the Qight track). The near circular orbit height was about
1112 km with an inclination of 81 degrees. The phased array antenna size was 85.5 x 83.3 cm
and the spatial resolution about 25 km at nadir increasing to about 160 x 45 km at the edges
of the swath. The full swath was about 3100 km with varying incidence angle and spatial
resolution giving a very good (unprecedented) daily coverage in polar regions.

3.1 Input and auxiliary data

The ESMR data were retrieved from the NASA Goddard Earth Sciences Data and
information  services  center  (GES  DISC) online  data  archive
(https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/ESMRN5L1_001/summary). 

The TAP :les were read using NASA software and converted to NetCDF format. Each data
point in the TAP :le was matched up with ERA40 data in time and space (nearest) and
written to the NetCDF :le. The data are structured line by line (across-track)  the list below is
summarizing the variable names and their meaning.

Satellite variables

    Time time of data 

    Brightness_temperature  Brightness temperature of the 78 scan spots

    Latitude                latitude of the 78 scan spots [degrees]

    Longitude              longitude of the 78 scan spots [degrees]

    Pitch_:ne_error        Pitch :ne error
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    Roll_:ne_error         Roll :ne error

    RMP_rate                RMP indicated rate high

    NADIR_LAT               Sub-satellite latitude

    NADIR_LON               Sub-satellite longitude

    Height                  Satellite height [km]

    Digital_b               is a set of 1 bit status words to indicate the position

of each of the command relays (users guide p. 83)

    Status_indicator_1      -

    Status_indicator_2      -

    Data_source             -

    Beam_position           -

    PGM_id                  Unique identi:cation number assigned to program 

that prepared tapes

    HOT_MEAN                hot load mean

    HOT_RMS                 rms of hot load

    COLD_MEAN               cold load mean

    COLD_RMS                rms of cold load

    MUX_1                   Average antenna temperature 

    MUX_2                   Average phase shifter temperature

    MUX_3                   Ferrite switch temperature

    MUX_4                   Ambient load temperature

    MUX_5                   Reference load temperature

    MUX_6                   Automatic Gain Control

    Analog_0                analog signals (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_1                analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_2                analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_3                analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_4                analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_5                analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_6                analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_7                analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest
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    Analog_8                analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_9                analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_10               analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_11               analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_12               analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_13               analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_14               analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

    Analog_15               analog signals  (voltages) of engineering interest

ERA40 variables

    u10                     U component of the wind speed at 10 m (parallel to longitude)

    v10                     V component of the wind speed at 10 m (parallel to longitude)

    t2m                     2 m air temperature

    istl1                   ice internal temperature

    istl2                   ice internal temperature

    istl3                   ice internal temperature

    istl4                   ice internal temperature

    lsm                     land-sea-mask

    msl                     mean sea level pressure [hPa]

    siconc                  sea ice concentration [0,1]

    sst                     sea surface temperature [K].

    skt                     skin temperature [K]

    tcw                     total column water [kgm-2]

    tcwv                    total column water vapor [kgm-2]

    era_time                valid time for analysis 

3.2 Overview of the processing chain

The processing of ESMR TAP data for deriving the sea ice concentration is following the
sequential processing steps:

1.the data in TAP format is converted NetCDF format retaining all variables and the
data structure

2.each data-point is collocated with ERA40 re-analysis data in time and space retaining
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the data structure

3.data :ltering and correction

4.tie-points both corrected and uncorrected are computed

5.sea ice concentration and algorithm uncertainty is computed 

6.re-sampling of swath data

7.uncertainties, land-spill-over, and Qags are computed

8.the grids are written in NetCDF format

3.3 Pre-processing of the data

ESMR provided data from the same afternoon as it was launched on 11. Dec. 1972 until 16.
May 1977 (1617 days) with some interruptions. A set of :lters and one correction is applied
before the data enters the sea ice processing chain. The un:ltered data set contains 13483 data
:les and after :ltering there are 7362 (54%) good :les left. 

The :lters that we apply are described in Sievers et al. (2020). They are applied in the same
order as described and if only a single pixel or a couple of rows are Qagged by the :ltering
only these pixels or rows are removed from the :le. If the whole :le is corrupted then it is
deleted.

The analog :lter is :ltering 16 analog voltage entries in the data (Analog_0 - Analog_15)
(Sabatini, 1972). Spikes in these analog signals correspond to anomalous brightness
temperatures and the “analog” :lter is computing the absolute gradient in the analog signals
and anything over the value 10 is removed.

A set of :lters are using the processed brightness temperatures in Kelvin. Good data are
de:ned as:

90<TB<274 (5)

and

50<mean(|rowi+1−rowi|) (6)

where row is a across track row of  TB and i is an index along track

150<|pi−pi−1|+|pi+1−pi| (7)

where p is a single data-point TB and i is an along track index.

|pi+6−pi+ 5|+|pi+5−pi+4|+|pi+4−pi+3|+|pi+3−pi+2|+|pi+2−pi+1|+|pi+1−pi|≠0 (8)

After :ltering a latitudinal dependent vertical striping in the data was corrected. The odd and
even data-points across track gradient diLerence has a latitude dependent bias. A correction
model was applied which largely removes the striping (Sievers et al., 2020).
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Additionally the 4 outer data-points of the swath in both sides are removed. These correspond
to incidence angles between 64 and 57 degrees and the outer edges of the swath is then
starting at 56 degrees after removal. The outer data-points which are removed have coarse
resolution and increased noise levels compared to near nadir data-points (Veng, 2021).

3.4 Level-2 algorithms

The level 2 algorithms include the radiative transfer model, the tie-points and geophysical
noise reduction, and the sea ice concentration algorithms.

The radiative transfer model 

The radiative transfer model (RTM) is taking as input: atmospheric columnar water vapor V
[kgm-2], 10 m wind speed W [m/s], atmospheric columnar cloud liquid water L [kgm-2], sea
surface temperature Ts [K], ice emitting layer temperature Ti [K], sea ice concentration cice
[0-1], and incidence angle θ [deg]. In return it simulates the 19.4 GHz TB at horizontal
polarization. The model is comparable to the RTM’s used for regional sea ice concentration
noise reduction in Andersen et al. (2006), Tonboe et al. (2016), and Lavergne et al. (2019). 

TB, simulated=RTM (V ,W , L ,Ts ,Ti , cice , θ) (9)

The RTM is using the atmospheric part of Wentz (1997) for computing atmospheric
emission, transmissivity and reQectivity at the sea surface. 

The sea ice surface emissivity is produced from a simulation using a combined sea ice
thermodynamic and emission models during Arctic winter on :rst-year ice. The set-up and
the simulations are described in Tonboe (2010). The emissivities as a function of incidence
angle are shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: The Brst-year sea ice emissivity as a function of

incidence angle.
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The sea water permittivity as a function of temperature is tabulated from Eq. E64 (p. 2046) in
Ulaby et al. (1986) and shown in Figure 11. The water salinity does not aLect the permittivity
at 19 GHz but 34 ppt is anyway used in the simulation.

The calm sea (Fresnel) reQection coeXcient, rh, as a function if the incidence angle θ for a
lossy medium, is computed using Eq. 1.52 in Schanda (1986). The calm sea emissivity, E0, is
then

E
0
=1−|r h| (10)

The rough water surface emissivity component, Ew, which is added to the calm sea
emissivity, E0, to produce the total sea water emissivity, Ewater, is from Meisner and Wentz
(2012) with and an additional angular term, i.e.

EW=
W (0.0094θ+0.3)

Ts
(11)

and

Ewater=E0+Ew (12)

where θ is the incidence angle in degrees, W is the wind speed [m/s], and Ts is the sea surface
temperature [K].

The brightness temperature is a linear combination of the sea water and sea ice emission
weighted by the sea ice concentration following Andersen et al. (2006)

TB, simulated=TBU+τ (1−cice)Ewater Ts+(1−cice)(1−Ewater)(ΩT BD+τ T BC)
+cice EiceTi+cice (1−Eice)(T BD+ τ T BC)

(13)

where TBU is the up-welling brightness temperature from the atmosphere, τ is the
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Figure 11: The sea water permittivity (real and imaginary

parts) using equation E64 (p. 2046) in Ulaby et al. (1986).
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transmissivity of the atmosphere, Ewater is the water surface emissivity, Eice is the sea ice
emissivity, Ω is the reQection reduction factor due to water surface roughness, TBD is the
down-welling brightness temperature, TBC is the cosmic background brightness temperature
(2.7 K).

Tie-points and geophysical noise reduction

Tie-points are typical signatures of 100% ice and open water (0% ice) which are used in the
sea ice concentration algorithm as a reference for estimating cice. The ESMR tie-points have
been derived on a daily basis from the swath :les and subsequently combined into 15-day
running mean tie-points, 7 days ahead and 7 days behind the processed date. The 15-day
averaging period has been maintained even  when there are data gaps. 

Four diLerent regions have been selected for deriving tie-points: Arctic and Antarctic sea ice
and Arctic and Antarctic open water. Land and ice shelves have been excluded. The selection
of points in the swath :le for the four tie-points is based on sea ice concentration, distance
from ice edge and surrounding points, brightness temperature, latitude and sea surface
temperature: 

Arctic: 

90° > latitude > 32°

Antarctic: 

-90° < latitude < -48°

Ice: 

sea ice concentration (ERA40) > 0.8 AND

the mean sea ice concentration (ERA40) of a 5 x 5 grid point box  > 0.8 AND

100 K < brightness temperature < 274 K

Ocean: 

sea ice concentration (ERA40) = 0 AND

the mean sea ice concentration (ERA40) of a 5 x 5 grid point box < 0.01 AND

the sea surface temperature (ERA40) < 278 K AND

50 K < brightness temperature < 180 K

The assumption about the tie-points is that they represent typical signatures of 100% ice and
open water and we can therefore correct the tie-point TB’s for geophysical noise using the
RTM and the ERA40 reanalysis data. The per grid-point TB correction term ΔTB ,simulated is the
diLerence between a simulated reference TB using mean values as input to the RTM and a
simulated TB using the actual ERA40 values for the grid-point. The correction term is added
to the measured TB in a one step procedure, i.e.
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TB, corrected=TB,measured+ΔTB ,simulated (14)

where

ΔTB ,simulated=RTM (V ,W ,L ,Ts,Ti , cice ,θ)−RTM (V ,W ,L ,Ts,Ti ,cice , θ) (15)

where V is the total column water vapor in the atmosphere [kg m−2], W is 10 m wind speed
[m/s], L is total column water vapor in the atmosphere [kg m−2], Ts is the sea surface
temperature [K], Ti is the ice emitting layer temperature [K] (Mäkynen, 2019), i.e.

Ti=0.4∗T 2m+0.6∗272 (12),

where T2m is the 2 m air temperature [K], cice is 0 for the open water tie-point and 1 for the
ice tie-point. The horizontal bars above the variable indicate that they are average values. The
diLerence between the two model simulations minimizes the impact of biases in the model.

The (ERA40) L does not reduce noise in the data and therefore we do not correct for L. The L
mean is used both in the reference and the actual simulation yielding zero impact while
placing the simulated point correctly in model space. On average (for each day and each tie-
point area) the ΔTB ,simulated is near 0. 

The sea ice concentration

The sea ice concentration (cice) is estimated using the measured brightness temperature (
TB,measured) and the open water (T p,water) and ice (T p,ice) tie points, i.e. 

cice=
TB ,measured−T p,water
T p, ice−Tp,water

(16)

However because of the geophysical noise reduction using the radiative transfer calculation,
needs cice as input, the sea ice concentration is processed iteratively in two steps: 1) the cice is
estimated using uncorrected TB’s and tie-points derived from uncorrected data. The cice
estimate is truncated to the interval between 0 and 1 and an open water :lter is applied
forcing all cice values less than 0.15 to 0. 2) The cice estimate from step (1) is used in the
radiative transfer calculation together with ERA40 data for for the geophysical noise
reduction of the brightness temperatures and cice is then estimated again in a second iteration
this time using corrected brightness temperatures and corrected tie-points. The mean values
of V ,W ,L .. . used in the reference simulation is a weighted average with cice of the mean
water and ice tie-point values for the respective variables.

3.5 Level-3 algorithms

The level-3 processing include the uncertainty algorithm.

The sea ice concentration uncertainty

The total sea ice concentration uncertainty is the combination of two components: 1) the
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algorithm uncertainty which includes instrument noise and tie-point variability (geophysical
noise) and 2) the re-sampling uncertainty which is uncertainty due to data re-sampling.

The algorithm uncertainty is the squared sum of three components following Parkinson et al.
(1987) except the instrument noise term which is included in the other two terms in our
implementation:

δ cice ,algorithm=((
−(1−cice )δ T p, water
T p , ice−T p,water

)
2

+(
−cice δ T p,ice
T p ,ice−T p,water

)
2

)
1 /2

(17)

where  δ T p,water, is the water tie-point error, here the (one) standard deviation of the daily tie-
point, δ T p,ice, is the ice tie-point error here the (one) standard deviation of the daily tie-point.
The water and ice tie-point errors are weighted with the sea ice concentration and all three
errors are normalized with the ice - water brightness temperature contrast here the 2-weekly
ice – water tie-point diLerence. The algorithm uncertainty is computed on swath data and re-
sampled using nearest to the grid-point sampling (non-averaging).

The re-sampling uncertainty, δ cice ,resampling is the maximum cice- minimum cicediLerence of a 3
x 3 pixel window. The re-sampling uncertainty is computed on re-sampled data.

The total uncertainty is the squared sum of the algorithm and the re-sampling uncertainty, i.e.

δ cice ,total=√δ cice ,algorithm
2+δcice, resampling

2 (18)

3.6 Level-4 algorithms

The level-4 processing includes the land-spill-over correction and the Qags algorithms.

Land-spill-over correction

Land-spill-over correction is following the procedure described in Markus and Cavalieri
(2009).

The ?ags

The Qags are following the convention from earlier CCI sea ice concentration data sets:

Position over land 1

Position over lake 2

cice is set to 0 by open water :lter 4

cice is set to 0 by land-spill-over correction 8

The 2 m air temperature is over 5°C 16

The climatological open water mask is applied 128
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4 STRATEGIES FOR AN IMPROVED 100% TIEPOINT
DURING THE SUMMER MELT SEASON

As pointed out by Kern et al (2016 and 2020) current sea-ice concentration algorithms
including OSISAF/SICCI ones struggle with Summer ice conditions for 2 opposing reasons:

1.Melt-ponds on the ice surface has the same microwave signature as open water (leads)
and will thus be interpreted as water (underestimation of the ice concentration).

2.The microwave signature of the ice between the ponds is very diXcult to establish and
is typically underestimated leading to an overestimation of the ice concentration of
this ice.

Even though the 2 eLects are opposing, they cannot be assumed to cancel each other since
they are quite independent. This leads to a signi:cant increase in the uncertainty of the
derived ice concentration by any ice concentration algorithm. 

The method described below does not allow for reduced uncertainties in total ice
concentration per se, but rather allows for a more accurate computation of the ice surface
fraction, since the ambiguity between open water and melt ponds cannot be resolved by
microwave sensors that do not penetrate into water.

This chapter thus describes a method to derive Summer tie-points that better represents the
ice between the melt-ponds, but as far as possible without interference from the ponds.

4.1 Background

During the Summer period when the ice is melting the low frequency brightness temperature
of the ice alone will be quite stable (see Figure 12). This means that the measured 6 GHz
brightness temperature can be used as fairly robust measures of the ice surface fraction within
the resolution cell assuming that the signature of open water and this stable signature of ice
are both known. 
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Figure 12: 6 GHz vertically polarised brightness temperature and ERA-Interim surface skin

temperature time series from the high concentration dataset of the SIC Round Robin data

base. 

Figure 12 illustrates how the 6 GHz vertically polarised TB during May raises to a value
close to 268 K as the surface skin temperature rises above the freezing point, and before melt
ponds start to form. 

Figure 13 further illustrates this as it shows a scatterplot of the close relationship between the
6 GHz TB and the ice surface fraction (ISF) (the fraction of the surface that is not water)
derived from MODIS visible data. It is seen that the 6 GHz signature of water (ISF=0) can be
well approximated by a constant value of 160 K. 

This relationship allows us to derive the ISF from each individual 6 GHz vertically polarised
TB measurement and subsequently derive ice signatures at other channels.
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Given that we have simultaneous TB measurements at other frequencies and polarisations
and that we also know the water signature at these channels (Table 3), the ice signature at
these channels can now be estimated since the ISF is known.  
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Figure 13: Scatterplot of 6 GHz vertically polarised TB vs MODIS Ice Surface Fraction

(the fraction of the surface that is neither open water nor melt ponds). Data from the SIC

Round Robin data base.
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It is considered a reasonable assumption that the water signature at other channels can be
considered constant since over the ice in the Arctic even during Summer the atmosphere is
dry, and wind inQuence on surface roughness will be small due to the limited fetch of the
leads and ponds.

4.2 Detailed method description 

The basic assumption behind the algorithm is that at 6 GHz (Vertical polarization) during
Summer ice has a stable brightness temperature (TB) of approximately 268K and water has
another stable TB of approximately 160K (see section 4.1).

From these assumptions, the fraction of any pixel that is water respectively ice can be easily
inferred from the 6V TBs actually measured.

(19)

which is similar to e.g. the Comiso bootstrap ice concentration equation (Comiso, 1986,
equation (5)).

ISF is ice surface fraction (the fraction of the surface that is ice/snow). (1-ISF) is the water
surface fraction (leads+melt-ponds+other open water areas).

This ISF is valid at 6 GHz resolution, so subsequent use on other channels requires these to
be resampled to 6 GHz resolution such as is available in AMSR-E L2A or AMSR2 L1R data.
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Now assume that at any higher frequency we also have a good estimate of the TB of water
(from e.g. the RRDP or the Dynamical TP process) we can now compute the TB of ice for
any desired channel  in the measurement area (the desired channel at 6V resolution) from
the observed TB(X) using the ISF from the 6V calculations above

(20)

where X is the channel in question.

This can be solved to yield

(21)

This can in principle be computed for any pixel, irrespective of ice surface fraction larger
than zero, but better accuracy (less noise) can of course be obtained from pixels with higher
ISF.

Also, it is important for the above method that the resolution cells are the same at all
frequencies, so a L1R type product is desired.

For TB(water) at the desired frequencies and polarisations, the SICCI2 AMSR-E and
AMSR2 water TPs can be used or you can use the dynamically derived water tie-points from
the normal dynamic TP method.

Note 1: The method above should only be applied during the period where TB(6V,ice) can be
well approximated as 268K. This applies from approx. June 1 to early September. The exact
period may be inferred from ERA5 2m air temperatures or surface skin temperatures larger
than 272K. If available, a melt/freeze onset Qag derived from the brightness temperature data
themselves (e.g. Bliss and Anderson, 2018) can be used for guiding the derivation of the
summer TP.

4.3 Example results

Figure 14 shows 18 GHz vertically polarised signatures of the ice between the ponds and
leads derived using the method described in section 4.2. Note that during Winter and Spring
the signatures are split in a high value for FY-ice and a lower value for MY-ice. From early
June however, the signature collapses into one representing both ice types due to the melting
at the surface. Late August the signature drops to that of winter MY-ice (at this stage all ice is
per de:nition MY-ice) and gradually splits again as FY-ice starts to form.  
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Figure 15 illustrates how the application of the method provides signi:cantly higher values of
the sea ice signatures for two of the main channels in common SIC algorithms. The 37V plot
in the lower left is similar to Figure 14 thus con:rming that the method provides good results
also at this higher frequency. To the right is a scatterplot of the new 18V and 37V sea ice
signature TBs and a green line showing the standard 'ice line' employed by many ice
concentration algorithms. The new 'ice line' lies signi:cantly above the standard one
explaining why the ice between the ponds and leads are typically overestimated by most
algorithms. Note again that there is no way to distinguish open water in leads from melt-
ponds at the ice surface, this would require the application of visible data such as Sentinel-3
OLCI.
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Figure 14: Time series of ice signatures at 18 GHz vertical polarisation derived using the

proposed method. 
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4.4 Step by step procedure for improved Summer ice TPs.

1.From May 15 to September 15, extract ERA-5 Tskt, TB6V and other TBs that are

needed in the ‘normal’ Dynamical TP procedure. The TB data should be extracted

from L1R data at 6 GHz resolution so all TB data have the same footprint. 

2.Save TB data where Tsk > 270K and e.g. NASATEAM SIC > 80%. 

3.For each sampled datapoint, calculate ISF as 

ISF = (TB(6V) - TB(6V,water)) / (TB(6V,ice) - TB(6V,water)) 

where TB(6V,water)=160K and TB(6V,ice)=265K.

Alternatively use the 6V, 37V, WS+Tsk algorithm developed in SICCI2 (requires

extraction of both WS and Tsk from ERA-5 in step 1.

4.Correct each desired higher frequency TB to ISF=100% using 

TB(X,100% ice) = (TB(X) - WSF*TB(X,water)) / ISF 

5.The computed TB(X, 100% ice) constitute the Summer ice TP at channel X. 
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Figure 15: Upper left is a repeat of Figure 14 without the annotation, and lower left is a

similar plot of the temporal evolution at 37 GHz vertical polarisation. To the left is the

scatterplot of all data points within the red rectangle (the Summer period where the method

is supposed to be valid). The green line shows the standard ice line normally used in many

ice concentration algorithms and derived from Winter/Spring observations.
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These Summer tie-points can now be used to calculate ISF using the algorithm of choice or
can be fed into the algorithm using 'traditional' tie-points to estimate a bias between the
standard (Qawed) ice concentrations and the Summer ISF.
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